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@RVAwonk

Here’s the video of Julian Assange floating the idea that
Seth Rich was maybe a WikiLeaks’ source & maybe
murdered because of it.  
 
Keep in mind: Assange knew by then that this was a lie.
Rich was dead four days before the hacked docs were
given to WL. 4/ 

Caroline Orr
@RVAwonk

Here's Julian Assange casually implying that Seth Rich may have 
murdered for being the source of the hacked DNC emails even 
though Rich had been dead for four days by the time the emails 
were given to WikiLeaks.

4,454 1:16 PM - Apr 20, 2019

2,692 people are talking about this

<Deleted tweet #3 because I wrote Seth Rich’s name instead of Assange’s name

accidentally. It was confusing to read. Updated tweet below.>

“It was an idea first floated by WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, who on Aug 9,

2016, announced a $20,000 reward for information on Rich’s murder,” suggesting he

was doing it because Rich was a source. 3/  
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Replying to @RVAwonk

After the seeds of the Seth Rich conspiracy theory were planted 
as an intel report by Russian agents, propaganda outlets RT & 
Sputnik “repeatedly played up stories that baselessly alleged that 
Rich...was the source of Democratic Party emails that had been 
leaked to WikiLeaks.” 2/

465 12:50 PM - Jul 9, 2019

213 people are talking about this

I wrote a piece for @BylineTimes in April describing how Assange exploited and lied

about Seth Rich’s murder to distract from Russia.  

 

Some newly relevant info in there. 5/ 

MUELLER REPORT – Assange spread Seth Rich Conspiracy Theory to…
Assange and the “radical transparency” organisation he founded wittingly waged a
disinformation campaign to provide cover for themselves — and they used a dead
man’s name to do it.

https://bylinetimes.com/2019/04/20/mueller-report-assange-spread-seth-rich-conspirac…

... 6/ 

MUELLER REPORT – Assange spread Seth Rich Conspiracy Theory to…
Assange and the “radical transparency” organisation he founded wittingly waged a
disinformation campaign to provide cover for themselves — and they used a dead
man’s name to do it.

https://bylinetimes.com/2019/04/20/mueller-report-assange-spread-seth-rich-conspirac…
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Back in August 2017, a lawsuit was filed against Fox News alleging that, among other

things, Fox News worked with wealthy Trump backer Ed Butowsky to create a fake

story about Seth Rich (it aired on Fox). 7/ 

Behind Fox News' Baseless Seth Rich Story: The Untold Tale
A lawsuit alleges the Fox News Channel worked with a wealthy Trump supporter to
concoct a false report about the death of a Democratic National Committee staffer.

https://www.npr.org/2017/08/01/540783715/lawsuit-alleges-fox-news-and-trump-suppo…

Speaking of which: I wonder what type of projects Ed Butowsky is spending his

money on these days?  

 

I can’t even begin to imagine 😏
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I can t even begin to imagine... 😏 
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Replying to @RVAwonk

Back in August 2017, a lawsuit was filed against Fox News 
alleging that, among other things, Fox News worked with wealthy 
Trump backer Ed Butowsky to create a fake story about Seth 
Rich (it aired on Fox). 7/npr.org/2017/08/01/540…

280 1:37 PM - Jul 9, 2019

132 people are talking about this

Behind Fox News' Baseless Seth Rich Story: The Untold Tale
A lawsuit alleges the Fox News Channel worked with a wealthy
Trump supporter to concoct a false report about the death of a
npr.org

Hmm, looks like Defango was super interested in “debunking” Butowsky’s connection

to the Seth Rich conspiracy theory.  

 

Wonder what’s up with that..?  

 

...9/

Wonder what Defango is up to these days...? 

 

...10/

The Aug 2017 lawsuit against Fox News also alleged that Fox News crafted the fake

Seth Rich story with the full knowledge and help of the White House. 11/  
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Replying to @RVAwonk

This lawsuit alleges that Fox News created the false Seth Rich 
story *with full knowledge & help from the White House.*

1,906 1:08 PM - Aug 1, 2017

1,539 people are talking about this

Sean Spicer admitted he met with Ed Butowsky, who was alleged to be behind the

plot to create the fake Seth Rich story for/with Fox News.  

 

Butowsky said he briefed Trump on the plans. 12/ 
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Sean Spicer admitted he met w/ Ed Butowsky, a wealthy Trump 
supporter who worked w/ Fox News to create the fake Seth Rich 
story. Butowsky reportedly went to the WH to brief Spicer on the 
story before it aired. He said he briefed Trump, too. 
 
He's now being sued by Seth's parents.

2,068 2:16 AM - Mar 14, 2018

999 people are talking about this

The timing of the Fox News story was interesting.  

 

It ran in May 2017, a week after Trumo fired Comey. Crazy coincidence there... 13/ 
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Ximena Barreto, a far-right pundit appointed to a 
communications post at HHS, has resigned. 
 
She was placed on leave in April after her history of making anti-
Muslim comments & spreading conspiracy theories (including 
Pizzagate & Seth Rich) was revealed.cnn.it/2mOF8NV

2,498 8:18 PM - Jul 28, 2018

1,369 people are talking about this

HHS official who made anti-Muslim comments and spread con…

Ximena Barreto, a far-right political pundit who was appointed in
December to a communications post at the Department of Health and
cnn.com

The UK Russian Embassy hopped on the Seth Rich bandwagon right after Fox News

aired the story in May 2017.  
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